Children Candies - Word Search

Which childhood candies in this word search were your favorite? The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with backwards.

ABBAZABA AIRHEADS ASTROPOP BONKERS BOTTLECAPS CANDYCIGARETTES CHARLESTONCHEW CHICLETS CHUCKLES CIRCUSPEANUTS DOTS FIZZ FUNDIP GOBSTOPPER GOLDMINE GUSHERS HUBBABUBBA KITZ LAFFYTAFFY LEMONHEAD NERDS PEZ PIXYSTIX RANUTS SIXLETS SQUEEZEPOP THRILLS WARHEADS WHOPPERS
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ABBAZABA CHUCKLES HUBBABUBBA SIXLETS
AIRHEADS CIRCUSPEANUTS KITZ SQUEEZEPOP
ASTROPOP DOTS LAFFYTAFFY THRILLS
BONKERS FIZZ LEMONHEAD WARHEADS
BOTTLECAPS FUNDIP NERDS WHOPPERS
CANDYCIGARETTES GOBSTOPPER PEZ
CHARLESTONCHEW GOLDMINE PIXYSTIX
CHICLETS GUSHERS RUNTS
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